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In the Philippines, there are lot of schools located in barrios and remote areas. Schools in these locations are small in terms of population of students but still they were given less or no attention at all by the government and the public. Most of these schools are located in mountains and it couldn’t be reached using cars which makes it difficult to lend them the things they need.

The government shouldn’t ignore schools in such conditions and their problems and needs should be addressed as quickly as possible. It may be hard to reach them but a lot of children in these areas are willing to learn but because of the limited resources, school supplies, teachers and even classrooms, they are not able to fully function as a school. There might be schools around them but it is too far and dangerous for the children to go there. Because of this, they were forced to work to help their parents earned a living instead of going to school.

There are volunteer teachers who are willing to teach children who lives in remote areas and barrios however it still not enough. Considering the location of the schools they’re going to teach in and the lack of resources that those schools have, it was also hard for them to decide to go for it or settle in a more accessible schools. Some of them stay and continue to teach the children despite the harsh conditions they’re facing but most of them would just settle to teach in town areas than sacrifice their time and effort to go such places to get less to none in return.

Children in these locations may only be few but their situation shouldn’t be a hindrance to have a great future. It is their right to have a quality education and it shouldn't be snatched away from them just because the government can't help them.
The government and the public should make an immediate action to solve this problem quickly. These children hold the future of our country and they deserve to get the help they needed.
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